INTRODUCTION

The in-mold behavior of 409 stainless steel cast with parabolic narrowface taper was investigated using a combination of VAI's DIAFACE® Mold technology and supplemental mold instrumentation. The thermal behavior of the DIAFACE® Mold was documented and compared to the thermal behavior observed when casting 409 stainless with linear narrowface taper.

The parabolic narrowface taper was observed to have a pronounced effect on the thermal behavior of the mold over the entire mold perimeter, including the broadface. The observed effects included an increase in narrowface thermal stability, a reduction in broadface temperature rebound, and an increase in heat removal high in mold. No significant change in the 409 stainless internal slab structure was observed when using parabolic narrowface taper, but a slight increase in slab narrowface concavity was observed with the DIAFACE® Mold.

BACKGROUND

The medium-thin slab caster at AK Steel’s Mansfield Operations, shown in Figure 1, employs a 1.2 meter long straight parallel mold to cast ferritic and martensitic stainless steels by a direct charge routing without slab conditioning. While this 1.2 m long mold provides some distinct operating benefits, it has also introduced some unique challenges during the development of casting practices for the production direct rolled stainless steels.

One area that appears to be negatively influenced by the length of the Mansfield mold is narrowface thermal stability. Previous studies have shown that the mold narrowfaces are thermally much less stable than the broadfaces. The casting trials with the DIAFACE® mold that are reviewed in this paper were performed to determine if the parabolic narrowface shape could be employed successfully to improve the thermal stability of the narrowface on the Mansfield caster.

EXPERIMENTAL

DIAFACE® Mold Design

The parabolic narrowface configuration employed in this investigation was based on VAI's DIAFACE® Mold technology. The narrowfaces were designed, fabricated, and instrumented by VAI, and operated and evaluated at Mansfield as part of an ongoing joint cooperation project agreement with VOEST ALPINE Industrieanlagenbau GmbH. A drawing of the basic narrowface design is shown in Figure 2. Essentially, the narrowface copper plate is pre-machined to a parabolic shape, and supplemental edge relief is machined into the lower edges of the mold plate to minimize the binding of the slab corners in the lower part of the mold.

As shown in Figure 3, the narrowface plate angle is adjusted so that the combination of the machined taper and the plate angle produces the desired operating taper for the mold. In the current investigation, the operating taper of the DIAFACE® plate was set so that the magnitude of the taper from the meniscus to the mold bottom, in inches, was equal to the magnitude of the taper of a flat mold plate set to a 1%/m taper. As
shown in Figure 3, this taper setting resulted in approximately a 2%/m taper at the meniscus with a gradual decrease in taper to about 0.5%/m at the bottom of the mold.

Figure 2: Overview of the VAI DIAFACE® narrowface plate design employed in this study.

Figure 3: Details of taper settings employed in the DIAFACE® mold trials.

Mold Instrumentation

The instrumented mold that was employed in this study consists of a dedicated mold cassette assembly that is equipped with 106 thermocouples that measure the mold plate temperature at various positions within mold. In the current investigation, the standard narrowface plates were replaced with special DIAFACE® plates that were fitted with embedded thermocouples. Details of the thermocouple mounting configuration have been described previously. The location of the thermocouples on each symmetrical pair of mold cassettes is shown in Figure 4.

Casting Trials

The DIAFACE® mold was employed to cast six trial heats of 409 stainless steel. Temperature data from the instrumented mold was collected for these six trial heats at 5 second intervals, along with supplemental process data, such as casting speed, mold level, mold water delta Ts, etc. Slab samples were also secured from select heats to evaluate slab macrostructure and slab shape. Similar process data and samples were also collected for several 409 heats cast with traditional linear mold tapers for comparison.

Figure 4: Location of thermocouples in the instrumented mold (in mm).

RESULTS

The six heats of 409 stainless that were produced with the DIAFACE® mold all cast well with no operating problems. The coils produced from the trial heats were all shipped as prime material, with no degradation in surface quality. The only minor difficulty encountered was with the mold taper calibration procedure using Mansfield’s existing taper gauge. This issue was overcome by preparing a translation table for the taper gauge to correct for the machined parabolic profile on the DIAFACE® mold.

The temperature data collected from the 409 trial heats and the control heats were examined in several different ways. Temperature profiles from the trials with the DIAFACE® mold were compared to the profiles obtained using the standard linear tapered mold at comparable steady state casting conditions, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The temperature variability for each test condition was also evaluated by plotting the standard deviation in temperature for the steady state time period, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The dynamic behavior of the thermal profiles for the two molds was also compared by reviewing time-stepped animations, using procedures described elsewhere.
Figure 5: Comparison of steady state temperature profiles on loose broadface and east narrowface.

Figure 6: Comparison of steady state temperature profiles on fixed broadface and west narrowface.

Figure 7: Comparison of temperature standard deviations on loose broadface and east narrowface.

Figure 8: Comparison of temperature standard deviations on fixed broadface and west narrowface.
In general, the steady state broadface temperature profiles with the DIAFACE™ mold were observed to be about 20-40°C hotter in the top third of the mold than the temperature profiles observed with the standard mold. Also, the strong temperature rebound observed on the loose broadface at about 400 mm below the meniscus with the standard mold (Figure 5) was much less evident with the DIAFACE™ mold. In addition, the standard deviations in narrowface temperature were much lower with the DIAFACE™ mold. Smaller thermal fluctuations were also observed with the DIAFACE™ mold in the transient profile animations of the mold narrowface.

Steady state hot face heat flux profiles were calculated for the two mold configurations using a two dimensional thermal model of the mold (4). The calculated heat flux profiles shown in Figure 9 highlight the differences observed in the loose broadface heat flux profile for the two mold types. The results mirror the broadface temperature results, with the DIAFACE™ mold showing a smaller thermal rebound and a higher heat flux high in the mold. The average broadface heat removal was also observed to be about 14% higher with the DIAFACE™ mold (at 1.25 MW/m²) than with the standard mold (at 1.10 MW/m²).

The slab samples that were secured from select trial heats and the control heats were macro-etched using hot HCl to examine the slab internal structure, as shown in Figure 10. These samples were also traced to document the slab shape in the vicinity of the narrowface, as shown in Figure 11.

The slab tracings show a slight increase in narrowface concavity with the DIAFACE™ mold compared to the standard mold. This small change in concavity had no negative impact to the direct rolling operation. In addition, the macroetched slab samples all possessed a sound internal structure with no internal defects.

**DISCUSSION**

The observed influence of the DIAFACE™ narrowface mold plate design on the thermal stability of the narrowface suggests that the parabolic shape does a much better job of matching the steel shell shrinkage along the 1.1 meter effective mold than does a linear mold taper. A closer comparison of the narrowface temperature profiles, shown in Figure 12, indicates that the parabolic taper tends to reduce the mold-shell contact near the bottom of the mold without significantly impacting other aspects of the temperature profile. The strong impact of the parabolic narrowface taper on the observed narrowface temperature fluctuations, which is shown more clearly in Figure 13, also suggests that the narrowface shell is better supported in the mid-length portion of the mold with parabolic taper than with linear taper.

The strong influence of the parabolic narrowface taper on the thermal behavior of the mold broadfaces observed in this investigation was somewhat surprising. The difference in the loose broadface heat flux profiles for the two mold designs, Figure 9, suggests that the broadface shell’s tendency to pull away from the mold plate is influenced by the amount of shell support provided by the narrowface plate in the mid-length portion of the mold. The influence of the narrowface support extends all the way to the center of the broadface, as shown in Figures 14 and 15. Apparently with linear narrowface taper, the ferrostatic pressure on the broadface shell is still not sufficient to fully overcome the broadface shell’s tendency to pull away from the mold wall for the first 400 mm that the shell forms in the mold.

![Figure 9: Calculated hot face heat flux for the two mold designs.](image)

![Figure 10: Slab Macroetch near narrowface for 409 stainless cast with the DIAFACE™ mold; Transverse section through slab thickness.](image)
Figure 11: Tracings of as-cast slab shape near narrowface for 409 stainless cast with standard and DIAFACE® molds; Transverse section through slab thickness.
Comparison of Temperature Profiles on the East Narrowface with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Comparison of Temperature Profiles on the West Narrowface with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Comparison of Temperature Profiles on the Loose Broadface 75mm West of Center with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Comparison of Temperature Profiles on the Fixed Broadface 75mm East of Center with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Figure 12: Comparison of steady state temperature profiles on the east and west narrowfaces with linear taper and DIAFACE® taper.

Figure 14: Comparison of steady state temperature profiles on loose and fixed broadfaces with linear taper and DIAFACE® taper.

Comparison of Temperature Variation on the East Narrowface with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Comparison of Temperature Variation on the West Narrowface with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Comparison of Temperature Variation on the Loose Broadface 75mm West of Center with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Comparison of Temperature Variation on the Fixed Broadface 75mm East of Center with Linear and Parabolic Taper

Figure 13: Comparison of temperature variability on the east and west narrowfaces with linear taper and DIAFACE® taper.

Figure 15: Comparison of temperature variability on the loose and fixed broadfaces with linear taper and DIAFACE® taper.
The additional shell support that is provided by the higher local narrowface taper high in the mold with parabolic taper appears to force the entire upper shell perimeter into better contact with the mold, counteracting the shell’s tendency to shrink from the mold wall. This results in higher heat removal (Figure 16) high in the mold without an increase in thermal variability high in the mold (Figure 15). In addition, the reduced narrowface taper low in the mold provided by the parabolic taper profile appears to reduce the thermal variation low in the mold (Figure 15), suggesting that stability of the flux film is improved because of decreased friction in the lower part of the mold.

Previous studies at Mansfield with linear mold taper have shown that the magnitude of the broadface temperature “rebound” observed in the mold is influenced by the grade of steel cast and the type of mold powder and mold oscillation practice employed. On low carbon, for example, no thermal rebound was observed on the mold broadfaces. On ferritic and martensitic stainless grades, however, varying amounts of thermal “rebound” were observed depending on the casting practice employed. The current investigation demonstrates that the shape of the narrowface taper profile can also influence thermal “rebound” in the mold. This recent finding provides additional supporting evidence that the “rebound” phenomenon in Mansfield’s mold is associated with the movement of the growing steel shell relative to the mold wall.

The relationship between mold temperature fluctuations and surface quality has been well documented by many investigators. Nonetheless, the casting trials conducted on 409 stainless with the DIAFACE® mold has failed to reveal any significant impact on surface quality in this study, despite the well documented decrease in thermal variability documented with the parabolic mold. We suspect that this result is a direct consequence of the high temperature fracture resistance of 409 stainless compared to other grades and the high level of surface quality that has already been achieved on this grade at Mansfield.

**SUMMARY**

The use of parabolic narrowface taper on 409 stainless cast at Mansfield with the 1.2 meter long plane parallel mold was found to have a strong positive influence on the operating stability of the mold, but no measurable influence on 409 quality. The improvements in operating stability observed in trials with the DIAFACE® mold include:

1. a reduction in shell-mold contact on the narrowface in the lower portion of the mold,
2. a reduction in temperature variability on the narrowfaces,
3. a decrease in thermal “rebound” on the mold broadfaces,
4. an increase in heat removal high in the mold on the broadfaces with no corresponding increase in temperature variability, and
5. a reduction in temperature variability in the lower portion of the broadface.

We believe that these documented benefits will result in more quantifiable surface quality improvements on more crack sensitive stainless grades, and plan to run additional DIAFACE® mold trials on these grades in the future.
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